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Abstract

Instruction scheduling methods based on the construc-
tion of state diagrams (or automata) have been used for
architectures involving deeply pipelined function units.
However, the size of the state diagram is prohibitively
large, resulting in high execution time and space require-
ment.

In this paper, we present a simple method for reducing
the size of the state diagram by recognizinguniquepaths of
a state diagram. Our experiments show that the number of
paths in the reduced state diagram is significantly lower —
by 1 to 3 orders of magnitude — compared to the number
of paths in the original state diagram.

Using the reduced MS-state diagrams, we develop an ef-
ficient software pipelining method. The proposed software
pipelining algorithm produced efficient schedules and per-
formed better than Huff’sSlack Schedulingmethod, and
the originalCo-schedulingmethod, in terms of both the
initiation interval (II) and the time taken to construct the
schedule.

1 Introduction

Function units in modern architectures involve increas-
ingly more complex resource usage. Deeper pipelines and
wide-word instructions are staging a resurgence. Proces-
sors capable of issuing 8 instructions per cycle are on the
horizon, and structural hazard resolution is expected to be
more complex. With such complex resource usage, the in-
struction scheduler must check and avoid anystructural
hazard, e.g., contention for hardware resources by instruc-
tions. Conventional instruction scheduling and software
pipelining methods [4, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, 17, 18] accomplish
this by maintaining aglobal resource table(or Modulo
Reservation Table (MRT)in the case of software pipelin-
ing) to model the resource usage. In these methods instruc-
tions are scheduled using a naive method, attempting to

schedule operations at each time slot until a conflict-free
slot is found. Further, the approach followed here is greedy
and involves several tries and retries.

Recently, a finite state automaton (FSA)-based instruc-
tion scheduling technique [2, 14, 16], which uses the no-
tion of forbidden/permissible latencies, and legal initiation
sequences [3, 11, 15] to efficiently detect resource con-
flict has been proposed. The FSA-based methods have ef-
fectively reduced the problem of checking structural haz-
ards to a fast table lookup. TheCo-schedulingframe-
work proposed by us in [8] is a software pipelining method
that makes use of classical pipeline theory and state dia-
gram construction. The constructed state diagram, called
a Modulo-Scheduled (MS)-state diagram, represents valid
latency sequences. Each path in the MS-state diagram cor-
responds to a set of time steps at which different instruc-
tions can be initiated in the given pipeline under modulo
scheduling without incurring any structural hazard. In the
Co-scheduling method, a single path in the MS-state dia-
gram, and the time steps corresponding to it are used to
guide the software pipelining method.

Unfortunately, the practical use of state diagram based
instruction scheduling methods [2, 8, 14, 16] is restricted
due to the large size of the state diagram. In the context of
Co-scheduling, the MS-state diagram may consist of a large
number of paths especially for large values of the loopini-
tiation interval (II ). One basic observation that we make
in this paper is that a significant number of paths in a MS-
state diagram are redundant. A simple method that detects
unique paths, known asprimary paths, has been presented
in this paper. A state diagram consisting only primary paths
is termed as areduced state diagram. Our experiments re-
veal a significant reduction — by 1 to 3 orders of mag-
nitude — in the number of paths in the reduced MS-state
diagram, Further, we have proposed an alternativedirect
method to derive the scheduling information represented
by the reduced state diagram. The direct method proposed
in this paper is faster, by a factor of 2 to 3, in terms of ex-



ecution time compared to the construction of the reduced
MS-state diagram.

In this paper, the original Co-scheduling method is also
enhanced by considering multiple paths of the MS-state di-
agram and choosing the most appropriate one based on the
data dependences in the loop. The enhanced Co-scheduling
method has been tested on a large number of loop ker-
nels taken from several benchmark programs. The use
of multiple offset sets and the reduced state diagrams fa-
cilitate achieving better software pipelined schedules with
smallerII and shortens the scheduling time. Further, com-
parison with Huff’s Slack Scheduling [10] reveals a 4-fold
(or 400%) improvement in the time taken to construct the
schedule. Further, the enhanced Co-scheduling method re-
sults in a moderate improvement in terms ofII , particularly
in loops which are resource-critical. Lastly, the enhanced
Co-scheduling method also produces better schedules com-
pared to original Co-scheduling [8] in terms of bothII and
the time to construct the schedule.

In the following section we motivate the need for re-
duced state diagram and enhanced Co-scheduling. In Sec-
tion 3, we present the underlying theory of reduced MS-
state diagrams. Section 4 deals with the construction of re-
duced MS-state diagrams and the enhanced Co-scheduling
algorithm. In Section 5, we report the results of our ex-
periments. Related works are compared in Section 6 and
concluding remarks are presented in Section 7.

2 Background and Motivation

In this section we present the necessary background
on Co-scheduling. Throughout this paper, we use the
terms, “operations”, “instructions”, and “initiations” syn-
onymously. We assume that our architecture consists of
multiple functional units (FUs), where each FU is capa-
ble of executing instructions of a specific instruction class.
Further, each FU is astaticpipeline whose resource usage
pattern is described by a single reservation table [11].1

2.1 Modulo-Scheduled State Diagram

The latency sequences that do not cause structural haz-
ards in a pipeline operating under modulo scheduling
are represented in a Modulo-Scheduled (MS) state dia-
gram [8, 9]. The reservation table of an FU and its MS-
state diagram for anII = 6 are shown in Figure 1. A path
S0

p1
�! S1

p2
�! S2 � � �

pk
�! Sk in the MS-state diagram

corresponds toa latency sequencefp1; p2; � � � ; pkg. The
latency sequence representsk + 1 initiations that are made
at time steps0, p1, (p1 + p2); � � � ; (p1 + p2 + � � �+ pk).

1It is possible to extend the work presented in this paper to architec-
tures in which the pipelines share certain resources, such as the result write
bus. A discussion on this is beyond the scope of this paper.

In modulo scheduling, these time steps correspond to the
offset values

0; p1; (p1 � p2); � � � ; (p1 � p2 � � � � � pk);

where� corresponds to addition moduloII ,
As an example, the latency sequencef3g corresponding

to the pathS0
3
�! S3 represents only 2 initiations made at

time steps 0 and 3. Thus analyzing the MS-state diagram
reveals valid latency sequences and the corresponding off-
set sets that do not cause collision. Further, in this state
diagram pathsS0

2
�! S1

2
�! S3 andS0

4
�! S2

4
�! S3

result in maximum number of initiations in the pipeline.
We refer tof2; 2g andf4; 4g as maximum initiation latency
sequences.

2.2 Co-scheduling Method

Co-scheduling was based on Huff’s Slack Scheduling
algorithm [10]. Co-scheduling starts with a Minimum Ini-
tiation Interval (MII ) and attempts to schedule the loop for
values ofII �MII until a schedule is found. For a given
II it computes the MS-state diagram for all FUs that have
structural hazards. To make the discussion concise and ad-
dress only the relevant points, we will assume that there
is only one type of pipeline2. From the MS-state diagram
for the pipeline, a maximum initiation latency sequence is
derived.

The basic notion of Huff’s original Slack Schedul-
ing [10] was to schedule instructions in increasing order
of their slackness: the difference between the earliest time
and the latest time at which an instruction may be sched-
uled. Slack is a dynamic measure and is updated after
each instruction is scheduled. These points remain in Co-
scheduling. The difference lies in how a time slot is cho-
sen within the slack range. The original Slack Schedul-
ing method attempts to schedule an instruction in every
time step it its slack range until it finds a conflict-free slot.
The Co-scheduling method, however, attempts to schedule
an instruction only at pre-determined offset values (in the
slack range) given by the maximum initiation latency se-
quence.

To clarify matters, consider the motivating example
(Figure 1). Suppose we have chosen the maximum initi-
ation latency sequencef2; 2g and the corresponding offset
values are 0, 2, and 4. Further let us assume an instruction
i1 is scheduled at time step, say, 1 and two more instruc-
tionsi2, andi3 are to be scheduled in the same pipeline. If
the slack ofi2 is (4; 6), i.e., instructioni2 can be placed at
any time step from 4 to 6, the Co-scheduling method will

2This assumption (only one type of pipeline) is made only to simplify
the discussion. Neither the original Co-scheduling method nor the en-
hanced Co-scheduling method presented in this paper is restricted by this.
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Figure 1: Full and Reduced MS-State Diagrams for Example Reservation Table

choose time step 5, so that the offset betweeni1 andi2 is 4,
as governed by the chosen latency sequence.

The Co-scheduling method goes by the chosen maxi-
mum initiation latency sequence, even if this means avoid-
ing some other latency values that would yield a legal par-
tial schedule. Note that, in the considered example, even
thoughi2 can be scheduled at time step 4, with a (permissi-
ble) latency 3 withi1, the Co-scheduling method does not
attempt this. This is because ifi1 andi2 are scheduled at
times 1 and 4 (offsets 0 and 3) respectively, then instruc-
tion i3 cannot be scheduled in the same pipe. Thus the
Co-scheduling method takes a global view in scheduling
instructions and deals with structural hazards much more
efficiently, by using a maximum permissible latency se-
quence.

2.3 Reduced State Diagram: Motivation

The use of a single offset set, as done in Co-scheduling,
may not be sufficient to obtain a schedule with the lowest
value ofII . We illustrate this with our example discussed in
Section 2.2. Suppose there are only two instructionsi1 and
i2. Further assume that instructionsi1 andi2 have a tight
slack, requiring them to be scheduled at time steps 1 and 4
respectively. If we use a single set ofoffsetvalues, e.g., 0, 2,
and 4, as suggested by the original Co-scheduling, then one
of the two instructions cannot be scheduled in the pipeline,
even though the chosen latency sequence can accommodate
3 operations in the pipeline. In this case, eventually the Co-
scheduling algorithm will result in anII of 7. However, if
we had used the latency sequencef3g, or the corresponding
offset values0 and3, then we could have scheduled the
loop with II = 6. Thus, it is beneficial, if Co-scheduling
can consider all offset sets.

The number of offset sets for an MS-state diagram can
be quite large (in the order of several 100,000s). Further,
the number of paths in an MS-state diagram increases dras-
tically for large values ofII . As a consequence, the con-

struction of the state diagram is expensive in terms of both
space and time complexity, especially for largeII values.

Consider the state diagram shown in Figure 1(b).
Clearly, the statesS0; S1; S2, andS3 are all distinct. How-

ever, the information represented by the pathsS0
2
�!

S1
2
�! S3 andS0

4
�! S2

4
�! S3 are not. Though the

latency sequences corresponding to the above paths are dif-
ferent, it can be seen that theoffsetvalues for both of them
are0; 2, and4. Thus the latter path (actually any one of
the two paths) is redundant. This raises the question, that
even though stateS2 is distinct, can we avoid generating
the state if all the paths that go throughS2 are redundant.
Equivalently, can we list only the paths that lead todistinct
offset sets? In our example, removing stateS2 and the arcs
that are connected to it, does not result in any loss of infor-
mation. The reduced state diagram is shown in Figure 1(c).

In this paper, we develop a method to construct the
reduced MS-state diagram which consists of only unique
paths. In Section 4, an enhanced Co-scheduling algorithm
that uses many latency sequences, not just a maximum ini-
tiation latency sequence.

3 Reduced MS-State Diagrams

We begin with a few definitions. StatesS0 andSf cor-
respond to start and final states in the MS-state diagram.

Definition 3.1 A pathS0
p1
�! S1

p2
�! S2 � � �

pk
�! Sf in

the MS-state diagram is calledprimary if the sum of the
latency values does not exceedII . That is,p1 + p2 + � � �+
pk < II: A path is calledsecondaryif p1+p2+ � � �+pk >

II:

Note that the sum of the latencies along any path in the MS-
state diagram will not be equal toII . Otherwise, the initia-
tion representing stateSf corresponds to the offset value 0
which causes a collision with the initiation atS0 (the initial
state).



Definition 3.2 The set ofpermissible offsetsO equals the
set of all initial offset values at which an initiation is per-
mitted.

For the FU discussed in Section 2 (refer to Figure 1), the
set of permissible offsets isf0; 2; 3; 4g. Next, we adapt the
following definitions from [11, 15].

Definition 3.3 Two offsetso1 and o2 belonging toO are
compatible if (o1 � o2) mod II is inO.

Definition 3.4 A compatibility class with respect toO is
a set in which all pairs of elements are compatible.

Definition 3.5 A maximal compatibility class is a com-
patibility class that is not a proper subset of any other com-
patible class.

Two compatible classes forf0; 2; 3; 4g are f0; 2; 4g and
f0; 3g. These compatibility classes are maximal, while
f0; 2g is not.

The compatibility classes ofO are related to the offset
sets of different paths in the MS-state diagram. The follow-
ing lemmas establish that. The reader is referred to [9] for
proofs of lemmas and theorems.

Lemma 3.1 The offset set of any path from the start
stateS0 to the final stateSf in the MS-state diagram forms
a maximal compatibility class ofO.

Lemma 3.2 For each maximal compatibility classC of
permissible offsets, there exists aprimary path in the MS-
state diagrams whose offset setO is equal toC.

Using the above two lemmas, we can establish that:

Theorem 3.1 For each secondary path fromS0 to Sf in
the MS-state diagram there exists a primary path such that
their offset sets are equal.

Theorem 3.2 A reduced MS-state diagram consisting only
of primary paths contains the set of all valid offset sets that
are permissible in the original state diagram.

From the above theorems, it can be seen that though the
number of paths in the original state diagram for either a
fully pipelined or non-pipelined function unit is large, there
is only one primary path (or one distinct offset set) in the
reduced state diagram.

4 Enhanced Co-Scheduling using Reduced
MS-State Diagram

In this section, we present two methods to obtain the
unique offset sets. Section 4.3 deals with the enhanced Co-
scheduling method.

4.1 Generation of Offset Sets using Reduced MS-
State diagram

As demonstrated in Section 3 (Theorem 3.2), it is suffi-
cient to obtain a reduced MS-state diagram consisting only
of primary paths. Thus, one method to obtain a reduced
state diagram is by identifying secondary paths and elimi-
nating them. This is done two phases. In the first phase, at
the time of creation of a new state, the state diagram con-
struction method checks whether the path leading to the
newly created state is secondary. If so, it marks such a state
as Redundantand the construction of the subtrees of the
state is stopped. In the second phase, the algorithm checks
each state for redundant children and removes them. If all
the children of a state are redundant, then the state itself is
marked redundant. Subsequently, this state gets eliminated
in the recursive ascend, that is, when its parent is checked
for redundant children.

4.2 Generation of Offset Sets using Maximal
Compatible Classes

Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 establish the correspondence be-
tween the offset sets of primary paths and maximal com-
patible classes of the permissible offset set. Hence obtain-
ing all maximal compatible classes is an alternative way of
obtaining the offset sets. An approach to obtain the com-
patible classes is presented in [11] (page 99)3. This ap-
proach is a direct way of obtaining the set of all offset sets
of the reduced MS-state diagram. We compare the perfor-
mance of the offset set generation using the two methods,
viz., reduced MS-state diagrams and maximal compatible
classes, in Section 5.2. It should, however, be noted that
the software pipelining algorithm presented in the follow-
ing section is independent of the method used to obtain the
set of offsets.

4.3 Enhanced Co-Scheduling Algorithm

Like Slack Scheduling algorithm, Co-scheduling uses
(dynamic) slack-based priority, andstretchability measure
to determine whether to the schedule an operation early or
late in order to reduce the register pressure [10]. The main
difference between the two methods is the way a conflict-
free slot is chosen for scheduling an operation. For this,
we consider all offset sets that have a cardinality greater
than or equal to the number of operations in the loop that
are mapped on to that function unit4. Sets with smaller

3It is important to note here that the generation of compatible classes
was discussed in classical pipeline theory in the context of reconfiguring
pipelines rather than for analyzing pipelines.

4For simplicity, we consider only a single instance of FU in each FU
type.



cardinalities, need not be considered as they do not sup-
port the required number of instructions. The way schedul-
ing proceeds is better explained with the help of an exam-
ple. Though the example concentrates on how resource
constraints are met in a single FU, the method is general
enough to handle multiple FU types. The reader is referred
to [9] for the detailed algorithm.

Consider, a function unit with four instructionsi1; i2; i3,
andi4 mapped on to it. Consider the following offset sets
which support four or more initiations:

O1 = f0; 1; 7; 10g; O2 = f0; 1; 6; 7g; O3 = f0; 3; 6; 9; 12g;

Initially, the setsO1; O2, andO3 are theactiveoffset sets.
Let us start with the scheduling of instructioni1 with a
slack(3,5). Since this is the first instruction to be scheduled
in the pipe, it has no structural hazards and can be placed
in any cycle in its slack. To simplify the discussion, it is as-
sumed that all instructions are placed as early as possible.
Hencei1 is placed at time3.

Since offset values are relative, the first instruction is al-
ways assumed to be scheduled at an offset 0. In our exam-
ple, instructioni1 which is scheduled at time step 3 corre-
sponds to an offset 0. Now, supposei2 has a slack(10,15).
TheEstart time of i2 corresponds to an offset10 � 3 = 7

with respect toi1. A look at the offset sets reveals that
7; 9; 10; and12 are permissible offsets. Hencei2 is sched-
uled at time step 10 with an offset 7 with respect toi1.
SinceO3 does not support an offset7, it is markedinac-
tive; the offset setsO1 andO2 are currentlyactive.

Now, if instructioni3 has a tight slack(12,12)with an
offset9, neither of the offset setsO1 andO2 can support
the scheduling ofi3 at time 12. In such a case, the most
recently placed operation is ejected. This may increase the
number of active offset sets and hence the possibility of a
placement. In our example, wheni2 is unscheduled, the
offset setO3 becomes active, andi3 can be scheduled at
time12 (with offset 9). However, this makes offset setsO1

andO2 inactive, leavingO3 as the only active set. Subse-
quently, wheni2 is chosen for scheduling5, it is scheduled
at time step 15, with offset12. In a similar manner, if in-
structioni4 has a slack(19,26), it can be placed at one of
the remaining offsets, 3 or 6. If no valid schedule is found
even after ejecting a number of operations (greater than a
thresholdvalue), the current (partial) schedule is aborted
and successive values ofII are tried until a valid schedule
is obtained.

In addition to the difference in selecting the schedule
slot for an operation, enhanced Co-scheduling differs from
Huff’s Slack Scheduling in one other way. In forcing the
placement of an operation, Huff’s method ejects only con-
flicting operations; whereas in our approach, the operations
scheduled in an FU are ejected in the reverse order in which

5For simplicity, assume thati2 ’s slack does not change.

they are scheduled. This is in order to ensure that our
method does not get stuck with an active offset set. En-
hanced Co-scheduling extends the original Co-scheduling
method to consider multiple offset sets, and thus providing
more opportunities for scheduling the loop.

5 Experimental Results

In this section, we present quantitative results for re-
duced MS-state diagrams and the enhanced Co-scheduling
method.

5.1 Reduced MS-state Diagram

First we compare the number of paths in the reduced
MS-state diagram with that in the original state diagram.
In order to exercise our state diagram-based method fully,
for the 6 functional units considered in our experiments,
we chose long reservation tables (representing deeper
pipelines) with arbitrary structural hazards.6

Average
Reduction FU-1 FU-2 FU-3 FU-4 FU-5 FU-6
in # Paths

8 � II � 15

Geo. Mean 7.5 20.8 2.5 2.6 26.1 2.2
Arith. Mean 13.5 60.7 3.0 3.4 64.7 2.5

16 � II � 24

Geo. Mean 1037.3 9084.3 54.3 52.3 2273.9 32.7
Arith. Mean 3882.5 27543.7 99.5 95.3 22490.7 55.5

Table 1: Average Reduction in the Number ofPaths.

Table 1 shows the average reduction in the number of
paths achieved by considering only the primary paths, the
average being taken over different values ofII from 8
to 24.7 It can be seen that especially for large values ofII ,
between 16 to 24, the reduction in number of paths is very
significant (the geometric mean varies from 32 to 9,084).
This can be further verified from the rate of increase in the
number of paths for the original and reduced state diagrams
plotted for FU-1 and FU-3 in Figure 2. Note that the y-axis
(number of paths) in Figure 2 is on a log-scale. Lastly, for
functional units FU-3, FU-4, and FU-6, the reduction in
the number of paths is not so significant for the values ofII
considered in our experiments. This is because, at smallII
values, many of the latencies were forbidden for these FUs.

6The reservation tables of the functional units used in this experiment
and in the enhanced Co-scheduling method are listed in [9] which is avail-
able over the internet.

7For values ofII greater than 24, the number of paths in the original
state diagram exceeds 10 Millions and all paths could not be enumerated
within 30 minutes of CPU time. However, the reduced MS-state diagram
has been constructed even for large values ofII (upto 85).
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5.2 Maximal Compatible Set Generation

Next we compare the reduced state-diagram approach
for generating the offset sets with the direct approach of
enumerating maximal compatibility classes. For the same
set of reservation tables used in the previous section, and
for the sameII values, we compared the execution time, on
an UltraSparc 170E, of the two approaches. The average
execution time, averaged over runs for different values of
II , for each FU are shown in Table 2. Obtaining the off-
set sets from the maximal compatible classes results in a
3-fold improvement in execution time for the values ofII
considered in our experiments.

Approach Avg. Exec. Time
FU-1 FU-2 FU-3 FU-4 FU-5 FU-6

(in milliseconds)
Red. State Diag. 277.7 1025.2 80.8 2933.8 138.2 17.6
(Arith. Mean)
Comp. Class 70.7 146.1 93.1 519.4 74.5 7.0
(Arith. Mean)

Improvement 6.9 5.3 1.9 3.8 3.1 3.7
(Geo. Mean)

Table 2: Execution Time of Two Methods to Generate Off-
set Sets

5.3 Performance of Enhanced Co-Scheduling
Method

We experimented the enhanced Co-scheduling method
on 1153 loops taken from a variety of scientific bench-
marks. We assumed a target architecture with 7 function
units: 2 Integer, 1 Load, 1 Store, 1 FP Add, 1 FP Multiply,

and 1 FP Divide Units, each having complex resource us-
age. The reservation tables for the FP Multiply and FP Add
Units correspond to those of FU-5 and FU-6, respectively,
used in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.

II�MII
0 1 2 3 4 5 � 6

No. of Cases 880 144 20 17 15 61 16
% Cases 76.3 12.5 1.7 1.5 1.3 5.3 1.4

Table 3: Performance of Enhanced Co-Scheduling

Table 3 gives a break up of the total benchmark pro-
grams in terms of how far theII of the constructed sched-
ule is from the minimum initiation interval (MII ). Our en-
hanced Co-scheduling found schedules at the minimum ini-
tiation interval in 880 cases. In the remaining cases,II of
the resulting schedules was 2.58 time steps away, on an
average, from the minimum initiation interval. The (arith-
metic) mean time to compute a schedule is 2.9 millisec-
onds, while the median for this is 1.1 milliseconds. The
time to construct a schedule does not include the time to
construct reduced MS-state diagrams for different function
units. This is because, the generation of the offset sets can
be done off-line, and stored in a database. Lastly, even
though enhanced Co-scheduling uses the set of all offset
sets, typically several hundreds in number, it still was suc-
cessful in finding a schedule within a few milliseconds.

5.4 Comparison with Slack Scheduling

The enhanced Co-scheduling method is compared with
our implementation of Huff’s Slack Scheduling method8.
The results of our comparison are presented in Table 4. The
term percentage improvement for various quantities, such
asII , is calculated for each loop as follows:

% Impr in II
for Method A

=
IIMethod B � IIMethod A

IIMethod A

� 100

The numbers reported in columns 4 and 7 in Tables 4 and
5 are averaged over all loops reported in columns 2 and 5
respectively.

As seen from Table 4 our enhanced Co-scheduling re-
sults in betterII in 114 benchmarks; the average improve-
ment inII is 13.5%. In a large number of cases (993 bench-
marks) both methods achieved the sameII . This is because,
for the target architecture considered for the scheduling,
only one-fourth (24%) of the loops areresource-critical—
i.e., resource MII (ResMII ) dominates recurrence MII

8To the best of our knowledge, our implementation of Huff’s Slack
Scheduling method faithfully follows the implementation details pre-
sented in [10].



Measure Enhanced Co-Scheduling Better Huff Better Both Same
No. of % Cases % Improve- No. of % Cases % Improve- No. of % Cases

Benchmarks ment Benchmarks ment Benchmarks
II 114 10 13:5 40 3 1:6 993 87

Avg. Trials 662 58 560:1 5 0:1 322:4 480 42

per instrn.
Avg. Ejections 338 29 858:7 79 7 858:0 730 63

per instrn.
Exec. Time 988 86 457:9 158 14 427:6 1 0:0

Table 4: Comparison of Enhanced Co-Scheduling with Slack Scheduling

(RecMII ). Since Co-scheduling is basically Slack schedul-
ing, fine-tuned for better selection of offset values, it is not
surprising that the improvement, in terms ofII , happens
only in resource-critical loops. Also, it is possible that
in some of the resource-critical loops both methods have
achieved theMII . In a small number of benchmarks, Huff’s
Slack Scheduling achieves a betterII , though the percent-
age improvement is only minor (1.6%). This could be due
to the order in which instructions are ejected in enhanced
Co-scheduling.

The results shown in Table 4 exhibit a significant re-
duction in execution time (time to construct the schedules).
In 988 of the benchmarks programs, the execution time
of our Co-scheduling method is lower than that of Slack
Scheduling. The average improvement in execution time is
roughly by a factor of 4.5. As mentioned earlier, the exe-
cution time of our enhanced Co-scheduling method did not
include the time to construct the MS-state diagram since
these diagrams can be precomputed and stored in the com-
piler.

Apart from II and the time to construct schedule, we
compare the two methods in terms of two other measures,
namely (i) the average number of schedule slots tried (tri-
als) per operation, and (ii) the average number of ejec-
tions per instruction. From Table 4, we observe that our
enhanced Co-scheduling method performs better by a fac-
tor of 5 in 30% to 60% of the benchmarks. Lastly, even
though Huff’s Slack Scheduling achieves comparable im-
provement in performance, in terms of average ejections,
trials, and scheduling time, the number of benchmarks
where the improvement is observed is significantly lower
(respectively 79, 5, and 158 benchmark programs).

5.5 Comparison with Co-Scheduling

Lastly, we compare the performance of the enhanced
Co-scheduling method with the original method [8] in Ta-
ble 5. Since the original Co-scheduling method considered
only a single offset set, in more than 23% of benchmarks
the enhanced method obtained lowerII . The average im-
provement inII is 16.2%. Both methods show improve-

ment, in terms of the average number of trials, average
number of ejected operations, and execution time, in more
or less equal number of benchmarks.

6 Related Work

Several software pipelining methods have been pro-
posed in the literature [1, 4, 10, 12, 13, 18]. These methods
are based on a global modulo reservation table. A com-
prehensive survey of these works is provided by Rau and
Fisher in [17]. As explained in the Introduction, one ma-
jor drawback of these methods is their inefficiency. These
methods make several trials before successfully placing an
operation in the modulo reservation table. They do not
make effective use of the well-developed classical pipeline
theory [3, 11, 15].

The approach proposed in [2, 14, 16] uses a finite state
automaton (FSA)-based instruction scheduling technique.
These methods use ideas from the classical pipeline theory,
especially the notion of forbidden and permissible latency
sequences. However these methods deal with general in-
struction scheduling, and do not handle software pipelin-
ing, where each scheduled instruction is initiated once ev-
ery II cycles. Co-scheduling [8] is a state diagram-based
software pipelining method. In the Co-scheduling method,
a single permissible latency sequence chosen from the MS-
state diagram and the corresponding offset values were
used to guide the software pipelining method.

Lastly, Eichenberger and Davidson proposed a method,
which still relies on the use of global resource table, but
reduces the cost of structural-hazard checking by reducing
the machine description [5]. Their approach uses forbidden
latency information to obtain a minimal representation for
reservation tables of different function units. Their method
is applicable to both instruction scheduling and modulo
scheduling.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we present an enhanced Co-scheduling
method that makes use of the state diagram based approach



Measure Enhanced Co-Scheduling Better Original Co-Scheduling Better Both Same
No. of % Cases % Improve- No. of % Cases % Impro- No. of % Cases

Benchmarks ment Benchmarks ment Benchmarks
II 255 23 16:2 4 0:03 1:4 871 77

Avg. Ejections 88 8 526:5 149 13 525:2 893 79

per Instrn.
Avg. Trials 144 13 24:6 97 9 24:7 889 79

per Instrn.
Exec. Time 651 58 50:3 476 42 50:3 5 0

Table 5: Comparison of Enhanced Co-scheduling with Original Co-scheduling

for software pipelining. This work identifies and elimi-
nates redundant information in the original MS-state dia-
gram. Based on the reduced MS-state diagram, we extend
the original Co-scheduling method by considering multiple
latency sequences. Experimental results reveal that the re-
duced states results in significant reduction (2 to 3 orders
of magnitudes) in the number of paths. The enhanced Co-
scheduling was successful in constructing efficient sched-
ules: they were better in terms of bothII and the time
to construct the schedule compared to the schedules con-
structed either by Huff’s Slack scheduling method or by
the original Co-scheduling method.
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